
After Life: Class 1 - September 14, 2014 
Class introduction: !
• Two things are certain: Death and Taxes. Neither are fun to think about. 

• We sort of fear death - even though we’re “Not supposed to” 
• It’ s unpleasant when others die, so we think it’s ALL unpleasant 
• WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT WHEN SOMEONE MENTIONS DEATH? !

• We even end up having some interesting views of death 
• Often centered around something like this. The Grim Reaper. 
• Always dark. Almost always evil. Scary. Disturbing. 
• In my opinion, unhealthy. 

• So we downplay death and afterlife 
• We don’t want to think about it, we don’t want to talk about it. 
• We convince ourselves that we basically know the drill:  

• that we die, then go to heaven or go to hell. period. 
• We convince ourselves that the Bible doesn’t have a lot to tell us other 

than that, and that’s just not true. 
• We’re also confused at levels we probably don’t even realize by cultural 

influences - especially this guy’s book: Dante !
• And when someone dies we start to complicate things,  

• We do that for all the right reasons 
• We don’t understand it ourselves, so we use euphemisms to 

comfort each other. 
• When my grandma died, people said, “It’s good to know that 

she’s reunited with your granddad.” 
• We’ve also heard/said “The angels are rejoicing in heaven 

welcoming home your loved one” 
• “Your daddy’s with Jesus now” 

• Those are comforting ideas, but I don’t think they’re biblical 
• There are a variety of problems (that we’ll get in to later). !

• But every one of us is heading to the same end - death. 
• Our beliefs and understanding of what happens next has a LOT to do 

with how we behave now, and what we believe. 
• IN WHAT WAY DOES IT EFFECT US? !

This class is based on F. LaGard Smith’s Book: After Life 
• Get it and read it if you like - the more minds behind this, the better. !

Important points about this class: !
1. Each session builds on the previous ones. 

• The later information assumes you’ve studied the previous with us 
• So, do your best to be at each session 

• And bring your Bibles  - There will be a lot of scripture 
2. This will be confusing and difficult at times 

• One reason: The language of the Bible is Jewish-oriented.  
• Eastern thought is much different than our western logical 

thinking.  
• The Jews were comfortable with embellished, apocalyptic imagery 
• A lot of what we’re reading was probably not intended to be taken 

as strictly literal 
• A bigger reason: We’re mortals dealing with the eternal 

• It’s not within our grasp - and can’t be. 
• It’s like telling children about electricity 

• We don’t get into the technicalities of it (if we even know it) 
• We take them to a socket and say “It bites!” 

• For those of us no longer children, we have to realize God is 
doing the same to us 

• He takes us over to a socket and says, “When you die...” and 
describes something that we cannot possibly understand in a 
way that gets the point across 

• If we take “It Bites” literally, it will mess us up 
• If we take every description of afterlife in scripture literally, it will 

mess up our understanding 
3. We’re clarifying, not speculating. 

• He hasn’t told us everything. We don’t need to know everything.  
• Let’s make an effort to understand what He HAS said. 

4. There’s always going to be a mystery - always. 
• Until we go through it ourselves and experience it 
• The fact that it’s a mystery isn’t to say that we should think very hard 

about what the Bible DOES tell us 
• Our life here is but a moment 

• On the scale of TIME alone, our TIME here is nothing. 
• That’s to say nothing of eternity 

• Our life there is eternal - a MUCH bigger deal 
• But do NOT think of eternity in terms of time. It’s something 

else entirely 
• It’s got to be something radically different and much more 

significant 



After Life: Class 1b - September 14, 2014 !
Session 1: Frail children of dust, made for eternity !
The questions we’re answering: 
• Was physical death a curse put on us because of sin, or was the process 

of “dust to dust” part of God’s plan from the beginning? !
• TAKE A POLL: 

• WHO WAS TAUGHT THAT PHYSICAL DEATH WAS CAUSED BY SIN? 
• WHO WAS TAUGHT THAT IT WAS ALWAYS PART OF THE PLAN? !

HUGELY important question: What are we made of?  
• Dirt. Dust. The name “Adam” even sounds like “dust” (adamah) 
• DO NOT FORGET THAT AS WE MOVE ON!!! !

WHERE DO WE GET THE IDEA THAT PHYSICAL DEATH IS A PUNISHMENT? 
• Gen 2:17: “...eat of it and you will surely die.” 
• Gen 3:19: “...dust you are and to dust you will return” 
• We’ll come back to both of those statements !
IF physical death is a punishment, WHY DO ANIMALS DIE? 
• Are you telling me that these puppies die because of Adam’s sin? 
• That God intended every animal to live forever? 

• There is no link in the Bible that would show that is the case. 
• They were intended to multiply. 
• Why would God make lions, whose teeth are made for FLESH, not 

plants. 
• SO - if animals die because God intended it, why would sin be the cause 

of OUR death? 
• [Ecclesiastes 3:19-20] !

• Whatever death is, death is (always) a part of life. !
• Our bodies were never intended for heaven. 

• “...flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God.” 1 Cor 15:50 
• Physical death was always part of His plan. 

• “...the hope of eternal life...promised before the beginning of time.”  
Titus 1:2 

• If it wasn’t, why were we made of this? 

!
• WHAT ABOUT THE TREE? 

• If “death” was the promise of eating the tree, what kind of death are we 
talking about? 

• Spiritual death : more specifically, the death of the soul 
• Ezekiel 18: “The soul who sins will die” 

• Sin puts us in jeopardy of losing eternity with God. 
• Once the soul dies, there’s nothing else to live. !

• But didn’t death come through Adam? (Rom 5:12) 
• Adam was the FIRST human to die spiritually. 
• Jesus was the FIRST human to live eternally. 
• IF Adam’s sin brought physical death to all, Jesus’ saving death 

would have removed all PHYSICAL death from Christians. !
• A common response is: Why Does It Matter? 

• WHAT ARE THE IMPLICATIONS? 
• it leads to the question: WHY DO WE DIE? 

• “...flesh and blood cannot inherit the kingdom of God.” 1 Cor 
15:50 

• It’s a doorway from this life to the next. !
• I don’t know why. (I have guesses) 

• God is God - he had other options. 
• We are in these physical bodies on this physical globe for a reason. 

• This life is part of the process 
• So is death 

• The next step in the process is going through the doorway. 
• Let’s stop thinking about it like this: [grim reaper] 
• And start thinking about it like this: [doorway] !!!!!!


